Unimolecular reaction of acetone oxide and its reaction
with water in the atmosphere
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bimolecular double hydrogen transfer (Bdhs) reaction catalyzed
by H2O,

Although the Uhs reaction of (CH3)2COO has been extensively
studied by both experimental and theoretical methods (13, 14,
29, 32–38), the results are not fully consistent with one another.
The reaction with water has also been studied experimentally
(22) and theoretically (39, 40).
The rate constant of the unimolecular reaction of (CH3)2COO
was directly measured to be 361 ± 49 s−1 at 298 K by Smith et al.
(34) and 305 ± 70 s−1 at 293 K by Chhantyal-Pun et al. (35), but it
was indirectly measured to be 3.0 ± 0.4 s−1 at 293 K by Berndt et al.
(13), 6.4 ± 0.9 s−1 at an unspecified temperature (but, based on
other work by this group, probably 298 K) by Kroll et al. (29), 832 ±
202 s−1 at 298 K by Newland et al. (32), and 643 ± 78 s−1 at 293 K by
Berndt et al. (15). The experiments of Smith et al. (34) showed that
the unimolecular reaction of (CH3)2COO is independent of pressure over the range 100 Torr to 200 Torr at 298 K. Fang et al. (33)
calculated that the unimolecular rate constant is within 10% of the
high-pressure limit at 0.01 bar and 300 K and within 0.5% at 1 bar.
Significance

| density functional theory |

Obtaining rate constants and tropospheric lifetimes of Criegee
intermediates is of critical significance for atmospheric modeling. We report calculations that can produce quantitative rate
constants by variational transition state theory with cornercutting tunneling based on implicit potential energy surfaces
calibrated against high-level calculations. Demonstration of
this capability is particularly significant because the calculations can fully cover the atmospheric conditions, which is hard
to do by experiment. The present results also show the usefulness of the M11-L and MN15-L density functionals in describing
this nominally multireference system. Modern quantum chemistry is now accurate enough to be used for atmospheric
chemistry, and the present methods and strategies can be also
be used to study other atmospherically important reactions of
other medium-sized molecules.

C

riegee intermediates (1) are produced in the ozonolysis of
unsaturated hydrocarbons in the atmosphere, and understanding their kinetics is important for understanding reaction
mechanisms involving OH radical, sulfuric acid, secondary organic aerosols, and a variety of pollutants such as carboxylic acids
and aldehydes (2–10). Stabilized Criegee intermediates undergo
unimolecular decomposition reactions, bimolecular association,
insertion, and addition reactions, and bimolecular reactions with
water, water dimer, sulfur dioxide, atmospheric acids, HO2,
H2O2, aldehydes, carbon dioxide, H2S, peroxy radicals, aldehydes, and self-reactions (2, 7–27). While the reaction kinetics of
the simplest Criegee intermediate (CH2OO) have, by now, been
extensively investigated by both experimental and theoretical
methods [experimental measurements have shown that the
simplest Criegee intermediate mainly reacts with water dimer
under some atmospheric conditions (10)], information about the
bimolecular and unimolecular reaction kinetics of medium and
large Criegee intermediates is still limited (7, 28).
Acetone oxide [(CH3)2COO] is produced in the ozonolysis of
2,3-dimethyl-2-butene (13, 29–31). In the present report, we
focus on the unimolecular reaction of (CH3)2COO and on its
reaction with H2O. In particular, we investigate the unimolecular
hydrogen shift (Uhs) reaction, the unimolecular cyclization
(Uc) reaction, the bimolecular addition (Ba) of water, and the
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Criegee intermediates (i.e., carbonyl oxides with two radical sites)
are known to be important atmospheric reagents; however, our
knowledge of their reaction kinetics is still limited. Although
experimental methods have been developed to directly measure
the reaction rate constants of stabilized Criegee intermediates, the
experimental results cover limited temperature ranges and do not
completely agree well with one another. Here we investigate the
unimolecular reaction of acetone oxide [(CH3)2COO] and its bimolecular reaction with H2O to obtain rate constants with quantitative accuracy comparable to experimental accuracy. We do this by
using CCSDT(Q)/CBS//CCSD(T)-F12a/DZ-F12 benchmark results to
select and validate exchange-correlation functionals, which are
then used for direct dynamics calculations by variational transition
state theory with small-curvature tunneling and torsional and
high-frequency anharmonicity. We find that tunneling is very significant in the unimolecular reaction of (CH3)2COO and its bimolecular reaction with H2O. We show that the atmospheric lifetimes
of (CH3)2COO depend on temperature and that the unimolecular
reaction of (CH3)2COO is the dominant decay mode above 240 K,
while the (CH3)2COO + SO2 reaction can compete with the corresponding unimolecular reaction below 240 K when the SO2 concentration is 9 × 1010 molecules per cubic centimeter. We also find
that experimental results may not be sufficiently accurate for the
unimolecular reaction of (CH3)2COO above 310 K. Not only does
the present investigation provide insights into the decay of
(CH3)2COO in the atmosphere, but it also provides an illustration
of how to use theoretical methods to predict quantitative rate
constants of medium-sized Criegee intermediates.

For the (CH3)2COO + H2O reaction rate constant (sum of Ba
and Bhs), experimental studies only led to an upper limit estimate,
which is 1.5 × 10−16 cm3 per molecule per second at 298 K (22).
Theoretically, the prediction of the rate constants is hard because
Criegee intermediates have inherently multiconfigurational (and
hence strongly correlated) electronic structures (acetone oxide is
biradicaloid with radical character at the central carbon and terminal oxygen). In our previous investigations (41) of the reactions
of CH2OO and syn/anti-CH3CHOO, which used electronic structure protocols developed by Chan and Radom (42), our best estimates for the CCSD(T) barrier heights differed from our best
estimates of the CCSDT(Q) barrier heights by 0.50 kcal/mol to
0.63 kcal/mol, which would lead to errors in calculated rates of a
factor of about 2.3 to 2.9 at 283 K, increasing to 3.5 to 4.9 at 200 K.
(Table 1 contains explanations and references for all theoretical
acronyms and basis sets used in this paper.) For the unimolecular
reaction of (CH3)2COO to produce CH2=C(CH3)OOH, the difference between CCSD(T) and CCCSDT(Q) was estimated by
Fang et al. (33) to be 0.39 kcal/mol, corresponding to factors of
about 2.7 and 1.9 in rate constants at 200 and 298 K, respectively.
We conclude from these studies (33, 41) that the strongly correlated
character of carbonyl oxides has the consequence that one must use
higher levels of coupled cluster theory than CCSD(T) to obtain
quantitative rate constants, and we will do so in the present work.
Fang et al. (33) calculated rate constants for the Uhs reaction
with the CCSDT(Q) barrier by conventional transition state theory with Eckart tunneling (TST/E). For the Ba reaction, the
conventional-transition-state-theory enthalpy of activation at 0 K,
denoted here as ΔH0‡, was calculated to be 3.57 kcal/mol by CCSD(T)/
aTZ//B3LYP/MG3S (40) and 4.0 kcal/mol by CCSD(T)/F84//

B3LYP/F84 (39). Anglada et al. (40) calculated rate constants for
the Ba reaction by TST/E and by canonical variational transition
state theory (43) (CVT) with corner-cutting tunneling included by
the small-curvature tunneling (44) (SCT) approximation.
For the work reported here, we first carry out CCSDT(Q)/CBS
benchmark calculations. Then we use these benchmarks to select
and validate density functionals. These tests identify and validate
the M11-L and MN15-L density functionals as the methods of
choice for direct dynamics calculations of the rate constants, and
we use these density functionals to carry out such dynamics calculations. [Direct dynamics calculations are calculations in which
“instead of using a pre-defined potential energy function, all required energies and forces for each geometry that is important for
evaluating dynamical properties are obtained directly from electronic structure calculations” (45); in this way, the potential energy
function is defined implicitly by the electronic structure method.]
The rate constants are calculated by multistructural variational
transition state theory (46) with multistructural torsional anharmonicity
(47, 48), a scale-factor treatment (49) of anharmonicity for other
modes (SI Appendix, Table S2), and the SCT approximation for tunneling. Variational transition state theory is more reliable than conventional transition state theory, and the SCT approximation is more
reliable than Eckart tunneling (50–52). We use a dual-level strategy
(41) that combines our highest-level estimate of the rate constants by
conventional transition state theory with variational-transition-state
and tunneling effects calculated by the validated density functional.
Further details are in Computational Methods and SI Appendix.
The present work not only provides quantitative rate constants for
these reactions to estimate atmospheric lifetimes of (CH3)2COO, but
it also shows that theoretical methods can produce quantitative

Table 1. Abbreviations for theoretical methods and basis sets
Abbreviation
Wave function methods
QCISD
QCISD(T)
CCSD(T)
CCSD(T)-F12a
CCSDT(Q)
W2X
MW2-F12
W3X
W3X-L
Density functionals
B3LYP
M11-L
MN15-L
Basis sets
F84
MG3S
DZ-F12
TZ
mTZ
aTZ
CBS
Kinetics methods
TST/E
CVT
MS-VTST
SCT

Ref.
64
64
65

Explanation

42
68
69
42

Quadratic configuration interaction with single and double excitations
QCISD with noniterative triple excitations
Coupled cluster theory with single and double excitations and noniterative triple
excitations
CCSD(T) with simplified explicit correlation
Coupled cluster theory with single, double, and triple excitations and noniterative
quadruple excitations
Cost-effective approximation to CCSD(T)/CBS
Cost-effective approximation to CCSD(T)/CBS with larger basis sets
Cost-effective approximation to CCSDT(Q)/CBS
W3X with larger basis sets

70
71
72

Becke three-parameter Lee−Yang−Parr
Minnesota 2011 local
Minnesota Nonseparable 2015 local

73
74
75
76
77
78
79

6-311++G(2d,2p)
Modified G3 semidiffuse; same as 6-311+G(2df,2p) for H, C, and O
cc-pVDZ-F12
cc-pVTZ
maug-cc-pVTZ
aug-cc-pVTZ
Complete basis set (limit obtained by extrapolation)

80
43
46
44

Conventional transition state theory with Eckart tunneling
Canonical variational transition stat theory
Multistructural variational transition stat theory
Small-curvature tunneling

66
67

We use the standard notation by which A/B denotes geometries and energies calculated by method A and basis set B, and A/B//C/D
denotes single-point energies by A/B at geometries optimized by C/D. W3X-L//CCSD(T)-F12a/DZ-F12 denotes that the geometrical
optimizations and frequency calculations were done by CCSD(T)-F12a/DZ-F12 and single-point energy calculations were done using W3X-L.
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Structure of (CH3)2COO
The structure of (CH3)2COO has been experimentally measured
using both Fourier transform microwave spectroscopy (53) and
UV absorption spectroscopy (54). We calculated the rotational
constant of the equilibrium structure of (CH3)2COO using CCSD(T)F12a/DZ-F12, QCISD/TZ, MN15-L/MG3S, and MN15-L/mTZ, and
SI Appendix, Table S3 shows that the maximum deviation from the
experimental values is only 43 MHz.
Unimolecular Reaction of (CH3)2COO
There are two unimolecular reactions (with transition states
Uhs-TS and Uc-TS) in Fig. 1. Fig. 1 and Table 2 show that the
dominant unimolecular reaction is the hydrogen shift Uhs from
CH3 to the terminal oxygen atom.
Our best estimate of ΔH0‡ [calculated by W3X-L//CCSD(T)-F12a/
DZ-F12] is given in Table 2 and is 16.37 kcal/mol. More details are
in SI Appendix. Table 2 shows that the enthalpy of activation of Uhs
at 0 K is estimated to be 15.92 kcal/mol by W2X and 15.91 by the
larger-basis set MW2-F12 method; the good agreement of these
values indicates that they are close to the CCSD(T)/CBS limit. They
also agree well with the value of 16.06 kcal/mol calculated (37) by
QCISD(T)/CBS//B3LYP/6–311 + G(2d,2p) including core correlation. However, the result with W3X-L, which is an approximation to
CCSDT(Q)/CBS, differs from the W2X value by 0.45 kcal/mol, and
this shows that one must go beyond CCSD(T).
Table 2 shows that MN15-L/mTZ gives an enthalpy of activation
of 16.08 kcal/mol, which is more accurate than the CCSD(T)/CBS

limit. Therefore, MN15-L/mTZ is chosen to do direct dynamics
calculations for Uhs-TS in the unimolecular reaction of (CH3)2COO.
The Bimolecular Reaction of (CH3)2COO with H2O
There are four pathways for the (CH3)2COO + H2O reaction;
these are shown in Fig. 1, where they correspond to two different
reaction mechanisms: addition-coupled hydrogen transfer (Ba-TS1 and
Ba-TS2) and double hydrogen atom transfer (Bdhs-TS1 and BdhsTS2) similar to the reaction of syn-CH3CHOO + H2O reaction (41).
Our best estimates of the enthalpies of activation at 0 K for the two
pathways of Ba are calculated to be 5.89 and 6.97 kcal/mol (Table 2),
which are different by ∼2 kcal/mol to 3 kcal/mol from previous investigations (39, 40); such deviations can lead to orders of magnitude
differences in rate constants at atmospheric temperatures. Furthermore, note that the enthalpies of activation at 0 K for Ba-TS1 and BaTS2 are increased to 0.47 and 0.48 kcal/mol, respectively, when the
post-CCSD(T) calculations are used (compare W2X and W3X-L in
Table 2); this shows that post-CCSD(T) calculations are also required
to obtain quantitative results in the (CH3)2COO + H2O reaction.
Since the enthalpies of Ba-TS1 and Ba-TS2 differ by only
∼1 kcal/mol, both can contribute to the rate. The enthalpies of
activation at 0 K for Ba-TS1 and Ba-TS2 calculated by M11-L/
MG3S are estimated to be 6.10 and 7.24 kcal/mol (bold in Table
2), which differ from the best estimates by only 0.21 kcal/mol to
0.27 kcal/mol; this shows that M11-L/MG3S exceeds CCSD(T)/
CBS accuracy for the addition-coupled hydrogen transfer in the
(CH3)2COO + H2O reaction. Thus, M11-L/MG3S has been
chosen to do direct dynamics calculations for Ba.
The double hydrogen atom transfer processes occur via the
transition states Bdhs-TS1 and Bdhs-TS2, where water acts as a
catalyst. Table 2 shows ΔH0‡ best estimates of 8.87 and 8.82 kcal/mol.
Although these are ∼0.9 kcal/mol to 1 kcal/mol lower than those
of the double hydrogen atom transfer for the syn-CH3CHOO +
H2O reaction (41), they are too high to allow this reaction to
compete significantly with Ba. Table 2 also tells us that the enthalpies of activation for Bdhs-TS1 and Bdhs-TS2 at 0 K calculated by M11-L/MG3S are 7.84 and 7.80 kcal/mol, which are
about 1 kcal/mol lower than those of our best estimates.
However, our dual-level calculation of the rate constant should

Fig. 1. The calculated enthalpy profile by the W3X//QCISD/TZ [for a few structures, we also give the W3X-L//CCSD(T)-F12a/DZ-F12 result in parentheses].
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estimates of rate constants that are unavailable for medium-sized
Criegee intermediates.
The present paper sets out a roadmap for computationally
feasible and accurate calculation of related reactions. It is only
very recently that these reactions became directly accessible experimentally, and tropospherically relevant ranges of temperature
are still experimentally difficult. Theory at the level described here
can provide more accurate values than current experiments. Additionally, theoretical methods can also predict products, which
often determine the tropospheric importance of these reactions
and which are not often measured experimentally.

Table 2. Enthalpies of activation at 0 K (ΔH0‡, in kcal/mol)
Methods
W3X-L//CCSD(T)-F12a/DZ-F12
W3X//QCISD/TZ
MW2-F12//CCSD(T)-F12a/DZ-F12
W2X//CCSD(T)-F12a/DZ-F12
CCSD(T)-F12a/DZ-F12
MN15-L/mTZ
M11-L/MG3S
MN15-L/MG3S
M11-L/mTZ

Ba-TS1

Ba-TS2

Bdhs-TS1

Bdhs-TS2

Uhs-TS

Uc-TS

5.89
5.81

6.97
6.83

8.87
8.61

8.82
8.62

21.13
20.92

5.42
5.39
7.04
6.10
7.48
6.14

6.49
6.45
8.12
7.24
8.65
7.11

8.40
8.70
10.90
7.84
11.64
7.72

8.35
8.65
10.80
7.80
11.58
7.67

16.37
15.91
15.92
15.92
16.05
16.08
13.97
16.73
13.34

21.42
21.18
21.00
22.18
21.34
21.43

The top row contains the most accurate calculations (benchmarks); the values in bold are those used in direct
dynamics calculations.

be adequate to cancel most of this error, since this is the smaller
component of the bimolecular reaction rate.

Ea = −R

Calculated Rate Constants
As shown in SI Appendix, Table S7, the pressure dependence of the
unimolecular reaction is not significant under the conditions of
interest here, and as discussed in SI Appendix, in the section on
low-pressure rate constants on p. S-12, the bimolecular rate constant is also not expected to depend significantly on pressure, and
so, in the article proper, we limit consideration to the high-pressure
limiting rate constants for these reactions. These rate constants are
provided in SI Appendix, Table S5, as calculated using multistructural variational transition state theory with the SCT approximation for tunneling. The bimolecular rate constant kB and
the unimolecular rate constant kU are fitted as


T + 239.53642 −5.46455
kB = 3.0668 × 10−11
300
[1]


6.28796ðT + 239.53642Þ
exp −
RðT 2 + 57377.69651Þ


T + 88.31431 27.57662
kU = 5.9458 × 10−4
300


−3.22616ðT + 88.31431Þ
,
exp −
RðT 2 + 7799.417351Þ

d lnk
.
dð1=TÞ

[3]

The bimolecular rate constant is calculated to have an activation
energy that decreases from 2.8 kcal/mol at 298 K to 0.9 kcal/mol
at 190 K. The activation energy for unimolecular hydrogen shift
reaction depends more strongly on temperature; it decreases
from 8.5 kcal/mol at 298 K to 3.4 kcal/mol at 190 K. Full table of
Ea ðTÞ are in SI Appendix, Table S5. A temperature-dependent
activation energy corresponds to a nonlinear Arrhenius plot,
which makes it very hard to extrapolate experimental results.
The unimolecular rate constant for Uhs is computed to be
749 s−1 at 310 K, which is in good agreement with the experimental
value (628 ± 60 s−1) at 310 K (35). However, our calculated value
(1,380 s−1) is slightly higher than that of the experimental value
(916 ± 56 s−1) at 323 K and between 100 Torr and 200 Torr (34).
The calculated rate constants at lower temperatures are 202, 329,
and 420 s−1 at 283, 293, and 298 K, respectively, and these are in
excellent agreement with the directly measured experimental values of 269 ± 82, 305 ± 70, and 361 ± 49 s−1 (34, 35), but the
calculations provide results down to lower temperatures as well,
which is very important for modeling since, as discussed in the
previous paragraph, the Arrhenius plot is very nonlinear.
The computed rate constant of the bimolecular reaction is
1.12 × 10−17 cm3 per molecule per second at 298 K, which does
not exceed the experimental upper limit of 1.5 × 10−16 cm3 per
molecule per second (22). We find that the double transfer process
accounts for only 11 to 17% of the overall (CH3)2COO + H2O
reaction rate at 190 K to 350 K (SI Appendix, Table S5); this finding
is different from what was seen for the syn-CH3CHOO + H2O

[2]

where the functional form is that suggested previously (55). The
temperature-dependent Arrhenius activation energy was computed from the fit as (56)

Table 3. Calculated atmospheric lifetimes (in milliseconds) of bimolecular reaction of (CH3)2COO
with H2O (τ B), its unimolecular reaction (τ U ), and its bimolecular reaction with SO2 (τ SO2)
τB

τSO2

T/K

τU

[H2O] = 3.8 × 1017

[SO2] = 9 × 109

[SO2] = 5 × 1011

[SO2] = 1 × 1012

200
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
298

278
106
66
40
25
15
9.3
5.7
3.5
2.4

651
475
401
339
287
243
206
175
149
132

59
65
68
71
73
76
78
80
83
85

11
12
12
13
13
14
14
14
15
15

5
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
7
8

Concentrations are in brackets and are in molecules per cubic centimeter. The lifetime for unimolecular
reaction with rate constant k is 1/k. The lifetime for bimolecular reaction with X is τ = 1=½XkX, where kX is the
bimolecular rate constant for reaction with X.
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Atmospheric Implications
The competition between unimolecular reaction of (CH3)2COO
and its bimolecular reactions with H2O and SO2 at different altitudes (and hence different temperatures) is important because
Criegee intermediates are potential oxidizers of SO2 to SO3 (3).
The atmospheric lifetimes of Criegee intermediates depend on the
rate constants of its unimolecular reactions and the bimolecular
reaction with atmospheric molecules combined with the corresponding concentrations of these atmospheric molecules. The
concentrations vary by altitude, latitude, humidity, distance from
sources of SO2, and other variables. For the unimolecular reaction
and reaction with H2O, we use the rate constants calculated in the
present work. The rate constants of the (CH3)2COO + SO2 reaction are not known experimentally over the whole atmospheric
temperature range; however, experiments have yielded 1.3 × 10−10
cm3 per molecule per second at 298 K (20). To estimate the
temperature dependence, we investigated the simpler reaction of
CH2OO with SO2 and used its temperature dependence to estimate the temperature dependence of (CH3)2COO + SO2 (see SI
Appendix, pp. S-12; see Table S8), and this estimate will be used
here. Based on these rate constants, Table 3 gives the lifetimes for
selected possible concentrations of H2O and SO2; additional results and background data are given in SI Appendix. Table 3 and SI
Appendix, Table S9 show that, for SO2 concentrations of 9 × 1010
(9), 5 × 1011, and 1 × 1012 molecules per cubic centimeter, the
(CH3)2COO + SO2 reaction dominates the removal of (CH3)2COO
below 240, 260, and 270 K, respectively.

atmospheric lifetimes for specific reactions, and they show how
theoretical methods can predict reliable rate constants for
atmospheric modeling.
Computational Details
We summarize the methods here; full details are in SI Appendix.
Benchmark calculations were executed using W3X-L//CCSD(T)F12a/DZ-F12 theoretical method for transition states in the
unimolecular reaction of (CH3)2COO and its reaction with H2O.
W3X-L has been used to obtain single-point energies close to
CCSDT(Q)/CBS in the small Criegee intermediates + H2O (41)
SO2 + OH (57), HO2 + FCHO (58), and CH3O + H2O (59)
reactions. In addition, W3X/QCISD/TZ was used to reevaluate
the energetics of the unimolecular reaction of (CH3)2COO and
its reaction with H2O to determine the reliability of this method
compared with W3X-L//CCSD(T)-F12a/DZ-F12 results. These
high-level theoretical results were used to validate the MN15-L/
mTZ and M11-L/MG3S density functionals for direct dynamics
calculations, which were carried out for the unimolecular reaction of (CH3)2COO and its bimolecular reaction with H2O
using multistructural variational transition state theory with
small-curvature tunneling. A dual-level strategy (41, 60) (details
are in SI Appendix) was used to correct the density functional
rate constants for the difference in barrier heights of the
benchmarks and the chosen functional. Scale factors (49) provided in SI Appendix, Table S2 were used in the thermochemistry
and kinetics calculations to correct anharmonicity and systematic
errors in high frequencies. In addition, we computed the torsional anharmonicity and torsion−rotation coupling (47, 48).
Pressure-dependent rate constants for the unimolecular reaction
were computed by system-specific quantum Rice–Ramsperger–
Kassel theory with a thermal activation mechanism (61–63).

Summary
We used CCSDT(Q)/CBS (obtained by extrapolation) enthalpies
of activation to select and validate exchange-correlation functionals, which, in turn, were used to calculate rate constants of
the unimolecular reaction of (CH3)2COO and the bimolecular
reaction with water, with accuracy comparable to experiments
but covering the full range of tropospheric temperature and
pressure. These rate constants can be used to estimate the
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